Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The basic principles of quantum mechanics strongly limit the processes that can be performed in nature. The linearity of quantum operations prohibits the possibility of creating in a deterministic way perfect copies of unknown quantum states^[@CR1]^. Information encoded in non-orthogonal quantum states can be perfectly recovered only at the expense of allowing a probability of error^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^. Measurements, a fundamental tool for understanding the natural world, are also limited. In remarkable difference with the classical realm, a measurement in a quantum system alters the quantum state of the system, which prevents further information gain. In this way, an ensemble of many equally prepared systems is necessary to obtain information about a quantum system and, consequently, quantum measurements become statistical in nature^[@CR5]--[@CR7]^. Furthermore, quantum mechanics establishes through the quantum Cramér--Rao bound^[@CR8]--[@CR10]^ a fundamental limit in the best accuracy that a measurement or estimation process can achieve as a function of the ensemble size.

The accuracy limit also bounds the estimation of unknown quantum processes and states. These are central problems in the theory of quantum measurements^[@CR11]^ and play a key role in the control of quantum systems, the benchmarking of quantum technologies^[@CR12]--[@CR14]^, and quantum metrology^[@CR15]^. Today there is a large collection of methods^[@CR11],[@CR16]--[@CR25]^ for estimating unknown quantum states, which are collectively known as quantum tomographic methods. These are based on the post-processing of data acquired through the measurement of a set of positive operator-valued measures in an ensemble of *N* identically, independently prepared copies of the unknown state to be estimated. Recently, there has been a great deal of research activity aimed at designing tomographic methods with increasing accuracy, in particular methods that saturate the quantum accuracy limit. From the theoretical and experimental point of view, it has been shown that a two-stage adaptive tomographic method achieves the quantum accuracy limit in the case of unknown mixed states of a single qubit^[@CR26],[@CR27]^. Unfortunately, this result does not hold in the higher dimensional case^[@CR28]^.

Here, we report an adaptive tomographic method that asymptotically approaches the quantum accuracy limit in the important case of estimating unknown pure quantum states in high dimensions. This is an instance of multi-parameter estimation, where due to the information trade-off among incompatible observables the progress has been slow. In the case of pure states the quantum accuracy is limited by the Gill--Massar lower bound^[@CR29]^. The method is based on the concatenation of the Complex simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation (CSPSA), a recently proposed iterative stochastic optimization method on the field of the complex numbers^[@CR30]^, and Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), a well known statistical inference method^[@CR31]^. The method here proposed reaches the quantum accuracy limit after a small number of iterations, typically of the order of 8, for all inspected dimensions. Thereby, the method makes an optimal use of the ensemble size and surpasses the estimation accuracy of known methods for pure-state tomography^[@CR32]--[@CR35]^. Moreover, the method also surpasses the estimation accuracy of any tomographic method designed to estimate mixed states via separable measurements on the ensemble of equally prepared copies.

Method {#Sec2}
======

The accuracy achieved in the estimation of the parameters of a quantum state can be studied by means of three fundamental inequalities. These are the Cramér--Rao inequality^[@CR36]^ $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our main goal is designing a tomographic method for pure quantum states in high dimensions that achieves an estimation accuracy equal to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The choice of the optimization method requires certain consideration. Traditional optimization methods are based on the evaluation of higher derivatives of the function to be optimized. In the case of the infidelity this is not possible, since the derivatives depend on the state to be estimated, which is unknown. We also require a fast convergence rate from the optimization method. Furthermore, the implementation of the method should be as economical as possible from the point of view of computing and physical resources.

To deal with these situations we resort to the Complex simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation. This method can optimize real valued functions of complex variables that also depend on unknown complex parameters. The infidelity is a non-holomorphic function, that is, it violates the Cauchy-Schwarz conditions, which are necessary for the existence of a complex derivative. In this case, the usual approach is to optimize with respect to a real parametrization of the complex variables entering in the infidelity, that is, the complex probability amplitudes. This approach has some unwanted side effects. The elements of the real-valued gradient of the infidelity are in general more convoluted than would be those of a complex gradient formed by first order derivatives with respect to the initial complex variables. Additionally, any inherent structures present in the complex derivatives of the infidelity, which could be exploited to enhance the performance of optimization methods, are unused^[@CR46]^. The CSPSA method has been designed to avoid these unwanted features. The main tool in the formulation of CSPSA is the Wirtinger complex calculus. For a target function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec3}
=======

For a fixed unknown state, the CSPSA-MLE method exhibits three sources of randomness. Since there is no a priori information about the unknown state, the initial guess is chosen according to a Haar-uniform distribution. At each iteration, the vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To study the performance of the CSPSA-MLE method several Monte Carlo experiments in the regime of a small number of iterations were carried out. A set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} displays a log-log graphic of the mean infidelity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec4}
==========

The accurate estimation of quantum states with a limited ensemble size is a difficult task. In the case of 2-dimensional pure quantum states, the best measurement strategy, that is, the one that leads to the (local unbiased) estimator that saturates the quantum Cramér--Rao bound, is generally a function of the parameters of the unknown state itself. Thereby, the use of the optimal estimation strategy is unfeasible^[@CR55]^. It is possible, however, to employ an adaptive strategy that approaches the quantum Cramér--Rao bound. This strategy consists of a sequence of measurements where each one is optimal for a given guess of the unknown state^[@CR56],[@CR57]^. The multi-parameter estimation of an unknown *d*-dimensional quantum state, which is defined by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Instead, we have approached the estimation of unknown *d*-dimensional quantum states from the optimization of the metric used to characterize the accuracy of the estimation process. The optimization is solved by a method based on the concatenation of CSPSA to MLE. The proposed a method allows for estimating quantum pure states with high accuracy. CSPSA drives a sequence of projective measurements toward the infidelity minimizer. MLE provides at each iteration a refinement of the estimates considering the accumulated data generated by all previous measurements. Monte Carlo experiments for dimensions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d=2,4,8$$\end{document}$ and 16 indicate that the mean infidelity for a fixed arbitrary unknown state exhibits a fast decrease within few iterations followed by an asymptotic linear trend. In the linear regime the attained mean infidelity closely approaches the fundamental limit on the accuracy established by the Gill--Massar lower bound for the mean infidelity of the estimation of pure states. Hence, the CSPSA-MLE method surpasses the accuracy of known tomographic methods for pure quantum states. The mean infidelity is also lower than the Gill--Massar lower bound for the infidelity of the estimation of mixed quantum states. Consequently, no tomographic method for mixed states can achieve a mean infidelity lower than the one attained by the CSPSA-MLE method. The median infidelity is also below the Gill--Massar lower bound for pure states. Therefore, more than 50% of the estimation attempts leads to lower infidelities than the Gill--Massar lower bound.

The CSPSA-MLE method exhibits a clear trade-off. The concatenation of CSPSA to MLE increases the rate of convergence of the mean infidelity, which leads to a decrease in the number of iterations and in the ensemble size. However, there is an increase in the computational complexity of the algorithm because in each iteration it is now necessary to solve the optimization problem corresponding to MLE. Recently, optimized methods for MLE in high dimension have been proposed^[@CR58],[@CR59]^.

An experimental realization of the CSPSA-MLE method applied to state of a single 2-dimensional quantum system can be carried out with current experimental techniques^[@CR44],[@CR57]^ for generating and measuring single-photon polarization states. The higher dimensional case can be demonstrated by means of experimental setups based on single photons and concatenated spatial light modulators^[@CR32],[@CR60],[@CR61]^ or via integrated quantum photonics^[@CR62],[@CR63]^. These two experimental platforms offer the possibility of performing electronically controlled adaptive measurements.
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